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This interview was conducted and published by wiadomoscihandlowe.pl.  

At the beginning of 2018, when summarising the group’s results for the previous year, you 

said that you had lost concentration. Has Eurocash got it back yet? What happened?  

Luis Amaral, CEO, Eurocash Group: It definitely has, but first let’s go back to 2014. This is when we 

made a strategic decision to modify our business model and begin developing retail chains. From 

2003 to 2014, our strategy had been clear – intensive development in wholesale. At the same time, 

we were developing in all key segments in the distribution area. Four years ago, after in-depth 

analysis, we understood that we had to focus more on our customers, i.e. retailers, rather than on 

our wholesale locations. For Eurocash Group, this meant a redefinition of its business model. Our 

competitors no longer were Makro or Selgros, instead it was Biedronka and Lidl, the direct 

competitors of independent retailers operating grocery stores in Poland. We understood then that 

we had to think more like a retailer, who is our customer, and not like a wholesaler, whom we had 

been for the past dozen or so years. We had to get a better understanding of their problems and the 

challenges they face on a highly competitive market, with increasingly demanding consumers. We 

also had to significantly grow our operational scale in order to improve the competitiveness of their 

businesses. Had we not done that, we would not have been able to, for example, secure fresh 

products of appropriate quality for our customers. For our fresh product delivery project – “Fresh” – 

to be profitable, it needed sufficient scale and very strong discipline, which allowed us to keep costs 

under control and properly organise operational and sales processes. Without this, achieving our 

objectives would have been nearly impossible and reaching profitability would have been very 

difficult and time-consuming. We could not afford that. As a wholesaler acting without pressure in 

buying and selling products, we would not have reached the quality standards that our customers 

need. Of course we had previously analysed fresh product sales as a wholesaler but this way we 

would not have been able to provide entrepreneurs with the right quality and the right assortment 

policy. To be able to meet the needs of our customers, we had to change our perspective and start 

seeing things as a retailer. Moreover, without our involvement in the development of a retail network 

we would not have been able to carry out a successful digital transformation within our Group and 

for our retail customers working with us. Without our own experiences in retail, we would not have 

been able to develop CRM systems, which are being tested together with our customers and which 

are the basis for doing effective business in retail. As a distributor, we do not have control over the 

decisions of our customers. Every time we introduce a new solution, we must show them how it 

works and how it is able to help them in business. 

Today we are looking at the future from our customers’ perspective. We are seeing many positive 

effects of the activities undertaken in recent years. We are also seeing a need to further expand our 

fresh product offering and to develop new technologies. The eurocash.pl platform, launched last 

autumn, is an important element here. The generational shift that is currently taking place in retail 

will also be a sizeable challenge. 

What does it mean for retailers and distributors?  

If we look at demographics, many of our customers that are currently operating stores are my age, 

which means that they are thinking about the future of their business. We would want them to transfer 

their companies to their children. The problem is that many of them choose other professions and 

are unwilling to take over their parents’ stores because they would rather become lawyers or 
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engineers. This situation has forced us to create a business environment that would be interesting 

to the younger generations and would allow them to not only make money but also to develop a 

proper position within the local community, get satisfaction from their job and develop themselves. 

The solution to this was a change of business model and a change of the image of the people 

operating retail stores. Our goal is to show to young people that by entering retail they can become 

modern entrepreneurs running a fairly large local company that operates in different retail formats 

and concepts. We are creating a model in which the retailer will not operate one store in one format 

but rather will manage a small network of several retail concepts, for example, a supermarket, two 

or three convenience stores and additionally a newspaper shop and a cosmetics store. Everything 

will of course depend on what growth opportunities are available on the local market.  

Today we are seeing the effects of our investments in new retail formats and concepts. Young people 

are starting to understand the concept that we are proposing and are more frequently using our 

solutions. However, at the beginning of this process we mainly saw the costs that we had to incur 

and a focus on many different areas of activity.  

So was that the moment when Eurocash lost vigilance?  

In 2014, we decided to launch several projects at once, perhaps too many. However, we did that 

with our customers in mind. In planning new solutions and projects, we were looking 5-10 years 

ahead. Naturally, for quick moment, we became a bit less focused on what was happening here and 

now. This is why we had to verify our on-going business management and more strongly focus on 

delivering solutions, with which they can already today out-compete the discounters, for example. 

This meant a return to the original assumptions and goals in our new strategy, which focused on 

development in the retail area while at the same time streamlining and improving business in the 

wholesale area. Today I can see that investing is worth it, developing is worth it, our customers 

thanks to this are strengthening their competitive positions.  

At what stage is Eurocash in its transformation from wholesaler to retailer?  

We aren’t becoming a retailer. We remain a wholesaler and a partner of independent owners of 

stores, at the same time we also develop our own retail.  

The retail business is intended to give an edge to the customers of the wholesale business. Its 

expansion will take up the next several years. This is a complex process that cannot be carried out 

quickly and painlessly; it requires hard work, which we are ready for because we know that it will 

bring positive results for us but most importantly for our customers.  

We are currently at the stage of integrating our own retail with franchise stores, we are implementing 

consistent procedures for managing promotions and assortment, reporting. However, the project’s 

key stage of structural changes (including within the management structure) is still ahead.  

Changing the way we look at the market and how we understand it is also fundamental for us 

because – as I have already mentioned – we cannot think like a wholesaler, rather like a retailer.  

Another challenge is to better understand the final consumer, which is also changing the way in 

which we manage wholesale and retail. We must think about and take into account their needs and 

behaviours whenever we make a decision to introduce new products, services or solutions. This ties 
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into the fact that we must make more tools available to our customers to help them in becoming 

better retailers.  

One of the first things I realised when working with the Eko chain is that in a retail we still have much 

to learn. At the beginning, we used patterns that had been adapted to managing wholesale and 

franchise – and we had to change them quickly. Transforming our group really is a big and very 

complex process. We have to be certain that retailers will understand our activities, and they must 

know that we are looking at their business in the same way as they are. I do not want our customers 

to buy from us because we are the largest and the cheapest. I want them to buy from us because to 

them we are a solution and a partner in combating their competitors. 

On the one hand, your company has an ambitious plan to transform its business model, while 

on the other there is a challenge related to the digital transformation of the business. Looking 

at the eurocash.pl platform project or investment in frisco.pl, it becomes apparent that your 

company understands this. I have heard that you are not a fan of new technologies?  

This is not true. I would say that I am not a big fan of them. I do not think that new technologies are 

a problem, rather having to always be the best is a problem. We cannot pretend that the world is 

heading in a different direction than it actually is because we will be left behind. New technologies 

are always an opportunity to create something better and bigger.  

How does Eurocash want to use new technologies in business?  

I think that everyone who visits our eurocash.pl platform will see that we not only understand what 

digital transformation is but also that it can exceptionally simplify managing a business. Launching 

our platform was a breakthrough moment for the entire market. The owner of a small-format store 

now has more market information than a director at a large, centrally managed retail chain. This 

project constitutes real support to store owners throughout Poland. It reduces their operating costs 

and allows them to focus their efforts on the consumer. For years, we have been changing the face 

of Polish retail by investing in solutions, also in the area of new technologies, that make running a 

retail business easier. 

I will name just a few of the functionalities offered by our platform. It provides tremendous knowledge 

about the local market and competitors, including demographic data, best-selling product rankings 

and competitors’ promotional materials; it also includes the fastest product search engine on the 

market that “learns” the user, intelligent purchasing lists, information on the largest FMCG producers’ 

TV ad campaigns and the option to order products directly from an interactive promotional pamphlet.  

I would compare launching our platform to switching over from a traditional mobile phone to a 

smartphone. We all are more effective when using the latter. This is a unidirectional process – there 

is no going back, and this applies to the entire process of digital transformation, which cannot be 

escaped. There is just one question: how do we use new technologies to successfully develop our 

business and the businesses of our customers?  

What new projects does Eurocash have in plans?  

We do not intend to finish our transformation after launching just one platform. We have many more 

changes in plans. The entire market – consumers, retailers and wholesalers – is undergoing a digital 
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transformation. We have to help our partners to go through this change successfully because the 

entrepreneurs themselves would not handle such a huge change on their own. As Eurocash Group, 

we have the right funding, knowledge and the best team in the world, which means we have a greater 

chance of succeeding than others. We are assuming responsibility for helping our customers in this 

digital transformation. So that they can use the latest technologies in communicating not just with us 

but also directly with consumers.  

Will Eurocash be investing in applications that let retailers communicate with consumers 

more easily?  

Yes, of course. We will be developing all kinds of applications and tools that bring our retailers closer 

to their clients.  

I believe that new technologies are a great opportunity for the independent retail market. They can 

be one of the elements that allow the independents to successfully battle the discounters for clients. 

However, we must be involved in the entire process of this technological change so that these tools 

can be created and later successfully implemented. And there is much to be fought for. In Western 

Europe, independent retail accounts for just 8% of the entire FMCG market, while in Poland it 

accounts for over 40%. The current trend is that consumers are moving from larger stores to smaller 

ones, and this is starting to become a problem for hypermarket chain operators. Store space is 

significantly limiting their activities, making it difficult for them to keep up with today’s consumers. 

Retail has to be able to fully capitalise on current market trends to be able to successfully operate 

and outperform competitors. 

You are seen as a visionary who sees more and understands more. What is your vision of 

business in the context of combining digitalisation and classic retail?  

What I am interested in is our business partners being more effective in reaching the consumers. 

We must find such solutions that will ensure that we are as effective as possible. And I am thinking 

here about the entire supply chain. Our biggest advantage is the fact that we work with over 80 000 

entrepreneurs – people who fight and overcome barriers every day. My vision is based on making 

the best use of the resources and knowledge that we have and on making sure that the entire supply 

chain is as effective as possible – from the producer, through warehouses and wholesalers, retail 

stores, to the final consumer. In many areas, we can still improve many things, and we are doing 

this systematically in stages. The first element is the links connecting Eurocash and producers. There 

is still a lot to be done here. Large producers still think that they can sell products to independent 

stores at prices that are 30% higher, but when they want to introduce innovations, they turn to our 

customers, not the discounters. We have to improve these highly ineffective relations between the 

producers and us. Another element is an improvement in the effectiveness of relations between our 

customers and us. In this area, we also still see many elements that we can improve. However, 

considerable progress is also seen here, as evidenced by our fresh product delivery project, which 

includes fruits, vegetables, meats and cold cuts. And we have hundreds of various smaller projects 

that are contributing to a systematic improvement in this cooperation. There is also room to improve 

effectiveness in the area of logistics and warehousing. The same applies to sales effectiveness at 

our customers’ stores – we want them to be optimally supported, for example in managing shelves 

with various product categories.  
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Regardless of whether this is our own store, a franchise store or an independent retailer, we must 

very intensively work on business digitalisation, location and product quality. We are working on 

each of these areas in parallel, analysing them and creating the most effective solutions. This is the 

first time when a wholesaler is trying to implement such a huge change. It is not easy because we 

have to convince our suppliers and the entrepreneurs working with us. We also have to convince 

more than 35 million consumers that the independent retail market is better for them than the large 

centrally managed retail chains.  

What will Eurocash look like after this transformation?  

We will not change from a wholesaler into a retailer. We are using retail to become a much better 

wholesaler, to learn, to find new solutions and to grow the scale of our business. Own retail lets us 

test solutions which we can later present to our customers, being certain that they are effective. In 

reality, it does not matter what the process currently taking place at Eurocash Group is called. 

Whether it is transformation or something else. Our goal is to support over 80 000 entrepreneurs. 

Whether Eurocash has 500, 1000 or 1500 own stores in the course of this is rather meaningless. 

What matters is whether or not the entire system will be viable and effective and whether we will be 

delivering to our customers the solutions and tools that support them in their fight with the 

competitors. Over a dozen years ago, many said that our customers have no future because of the 

hypermarkets, while we consistently stood by them. Today, there are still many voices predicting 

that stores run by independent retailers will disappear from the market. But we are seeing that our 

actions are not only helping them to survive but also, and most importantly, they are helping them to 

win. Today, “traditional” stores are becoming much more modern than any other type of store. 

Several years from now, these changes will be even more visible.  

 

   

 


